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Abstract: The evolution of service-oriented architectures towards digital
ecosystems comprehends a number of challenges. One challenge is to
develop services in a dynamic environment with high uncertainties and
in collaboration with other companies. Another challenge lies in how to
describe services sufficiently for trading them in digital ecosystems. This
paper explores requirements of service engineering and description, and
presents the ISE Framework and Workbench with its architecture and
its functionality. Furthermore, this paper introduces a novel language
for describing business services along with SLA management. This work
concludes with a discussion about lessons learned during the development
of the ISE Workbench.
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1 Introduction

The alignment between business and IT is crucial in today’s business because
organisations need to adapt quickly and frequently as a consequence of
Globalisation and technological change (cf. Peneder et al., 2003), which provoke
highly dynamic environments as well as high uncertainties according to Papazoglou
et al. (2008). Furthermore, next to international production and trade of physical
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goods, digital ecosystems foster trading business services over the internet (cf. Kett
et al., 2008).

These developments have an impact on how services, both business and
technical, need to be developed (cf. Papazoglou et al., 2008) and described in
order to be traded in digital ecosystems. Kett et al. (2008) show that existing
software service development processes comprise shortcomings in the context of
digital ecosystems. These shortcomings include the overall complexity of realising
tradable business services, the multidimensional aspects of business services, the
diverse parties involved in the engineering processes, and the ability to react to
frequent changes.

The Integrated Service Engineering (ISE) Framework (cf. Kett et al., 2008;
Scheithauer et al., 2009a, 2010; Kett et al., 2009) addresses these issues as it
embraces the relationship between tradable business services and their realisation
with information technology. The general idea is to define business logic in a
technology-free fashion and to transform it into technical blueprints, neglecting
traditional expensive and interminable software engineering projects by applying
a firm method that comprises on the one hand business models (cf. Osterwalder,
2004), service marketing (cf. Lusch and Vargo, 2006) and enterprise architecture
(cf. Zachman, 1987), and on the other hand, Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)
(cf. MDA, 2003) and actual tooling (cf. Scheithauer et al., 2009b). Furthermore,
this approach provides a novel language for describing services beyond technical
matters in that it addresses business and operational aspects including pricing as
well as provides Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for composed services from
different providers.

This work’s contribution is an enhancement of the ISE Framework in that it
introduces an implementation of the framework and its concepts for engineering
and trading business services. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
section 2 discusses specific requirements for digital ecosystems in terms of service
engineering and service trade and provides a running example. Section 3 introduces
the ISE approach with its framework and workbench, and model transformations.
Section 4 concentrates on how to describe and contract business services, engineered
with ISE in digital ecosystems. While Section 5 discusses lessons learned during
a three year research project, Section 6 offers work that is related to the ISE
Workbench. Section 7 concludes this work.

2 Digital ecosystems’ requirements

The service idea has evolved as a foundational concept for the exchange of value
coproduced as a result of a coordinated set of actions. Lusch and Vargo (2006)
define services as

“... the application of specialised competences (knowledge and skills), through
deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity
itself.”

The coproduction of service value is the key for the success of a service as it
takes place as interventions of different entities comprised of people, technology,
organisations, or possibly other services.
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Recently, the internet and other similar networks provide a new perspective by
changing the way how the coproduction takes place. The term digital ecosystem
describes such environments where a logical collection of services, service providers,
consumers, and intermediaries come together in order to trade services (cf. Barros
and Dumas, 2006). They are supported with an infrastructure that consists of
architectural standards, technology, tools and applications to easily realise and to
execute services by the interaction of several parties. Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) and related service technologies such as BPEL (cf. Alves et al., 2007) and
WSDL (cf. Ryman et al., 2007) provide a basis of such an infrastructure in a digital
ecosystem. However, according to Kett et al., 2008, digital ecosystems comprise
a number of challenges. Two specific challenges lie in how to engineer business
services and how to advertise these Services for service trade in digital ecosystems
that the next two subsections elaborate on.

2.1 Service engineering for digital ecosystems

In addition to providing a technical infrastructure, engineering a business service
for such environments is a complex undertaking. First of all, a service in such a
setting is not merely a single computational entity, but rather a multi-dimensional
asset that spans different concerns, such as service processes, data, descriptions,
interfaces, agreements, or legal and organisational aspects. This requires the design
of a service to deal with all those concerns whereas they are to be combined into
one final product prior to deployment. Therefore, each of those concerns requires
a separate modelling support for its own purposes, while the coordination among
the models has utmost impact on the final result.

Furthermore, engineering a service can be considered as the transformation of
a business idea into a service. In a digital ecosystem setting, such a transformation
involves the participation of several parties, capturing the business requirements of
each party and reflecting them into the design at various stages. Considering the
dynamic nature of the ecosystem, such a design should also be adaptable, prone
to the changes, and supporting fast development to easily convert the idea into
a service. Unlike the classical development methodologies that employ low-level
techniques, a service engineering method for digital ecosystems should support a
simplified and layered development in order to deal with the inherent complexity
of the design.

Section 3 introduces the ISE Framework and Workbench, which address these
business service engineering challenges.

2.2 Service trade in digital ecosystems

Next to engineering business services in terms of internal behaviour, involved roles,
and information, it is crucial to market and to place these services in digital
ecosystems for potential consumers. Current Web service technologies, e.g., WSDL
(cf. Ryman et al., 2007) and UDDI (cf. OASIS, 2004), address mainly technical
and functional service properties. While such descriptions are sufficient for technical
service-oriented scenarios, service trade in digital ecosystems requires a holistic
description from a business perspective, including details about legal aspects and
financial terms (cf. Barros and Dumas, 2006; Scheithauer and Winkler, 2008;
Scheithauer et al., 2008).
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Furthermore, digital ecosystems allow service providers to compose novel
services with existing services from different providers. Such service aggregators are
faced with the challenge to derive a valid set of service levels from original services
for composite services and to propose it to potential consumers. Section 4 presents
the Universal Service Description Language (USDL) as a rich service description
for digital ecosystems as well as SLAs for composite business services.

2.3 Motivating example

This subsection presents a car insurance scenario to illustrate collaboration within a
digital ecosystem as depicted in Figure 1. The consumer (e.g., car owner) receives a
car insurance service from an insurance company which is positioned in a network
of many service providers in order to offer a complete car insurance (i.e., repair
of the car, rental etc.). There exist a number of specialised service providers that
are required to perform special activities for the service fulfilment. For example, a
repair service supplies a car repair, which in turn, depends on a tow away service or
other repair services (e.g., glass repair). There are also information services such as
expert service, or auto-scout that provides an expertise report of possible damage
requested by the insurance company.

Figure 1 An example service network for car insurance scenario (see online version
for colours)

We consider that, for a car insurance service, the process starts with the design of
the service (based on a service idea) that includes the specification of a business
service model (cf. Scheithauer and Wirtz, 2010). From the actual service provider’s
perspective (insurance company in this case), the service requires the main steps of
the service fulfilment to be provided to the consumer whenever a need to a service
arises. The design step is followed by an agreement where particular Service-Level
Agreements (SLAs) are reached either by manual contracting or automatic means.
We assume that both design and agreement occur long before service initialisation
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and execution during which consumer and provider interact via a user interface
(e.g., service mashup). In the remainder of the paper, we further elaborate on this
scenario in terms of engineering and describing such a service in the context of the
ISE Workbench.

3 Integrated Service Engineering

The ISE Framework was developed in order to cope with the complexity of service
engineering in digital ecosystems. The ISE Workbench, on the other hand, is an
implementation of the framework. It is a role-based tool consisting of 20 editors,
a SLA Management component, and infrastructure components.

The following three subsections introduce briefly the ISE Framework, give an
overview on the architecture of the ISE Workbench and present the technology
and underlying dependencies. Furthermore the last subsection describes the
synchronisation of the 20 editors models using model to model transformations.

3.1 ISE framework

The ISE Framework (cf. Kett et al., 2008, 2009; Scheithauer et al., 2009a, 2010)
supports service engineering in terms of planning, designing and implementing
services, which are traded over the internet, in addressing stakeholders from
business and IT, and acknowledges different service aspects. Figure 2 shows that
ISE relies on the Zachman framework and follows a divide and conquer approach.
ISE is not only limited to computing services. Rather, it targets business services,
such as insurance and financial services, civil services, marketing services, and
telecommunication services.

Figure 2 ISE framework (see online version for colours)
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The vertical axis in Figure 2 (service perspectives) represents four perspectives of
the engineering process. Each perspective relates to a specific role with appropriate
skills and offers different sets of tools and methods. It also implies the chronology
of the framework. Additionally, the perspectives are linked to phases of the service
engineering process.

The horizontal axis (aspects) in Figure 2 allows for five different descriptions
of a service. Each description is valid for each perspective. Any intersection in
the matrix is a placeholder for an appropriate model, a notation, and a modelling
technique.

The ISE Framework addresses the involved complexity of service engineering
by offering a work-break-down-structure of 20 different models, where each
is concerned with a single aspect of the engineering process. It addresses five
different aspects of business services from a business level toward a technical
level. Furthermore, the framework acknowledges the different parties involved in
service engineering, which include domain experts, business strategists and analysts,
and IT architects and programmers. Also, ISE integrates the different models in
order to cope with the overall complexity and employs transformation rules to
address a fast development process as well as a means for reacting to frequent
changes.

The development of ISE started in April 2007 as part of the Theseus/TEXO
research project. Theseus/TEXO (2011) addresses necessary technology and
concepts for trading services over the Internet, such as business models, legal
aspects, governance, innovation, service discovery, and service runtimes as well as
service engineering.

Kett et al. (2008) outline the scope as well as the intention of an integrated
method for service engineering. The authors include an overview of available
methods for technical service development. Additionally, they show ISE’s relation
to the Zachman (1987) framework as well as first ideas for the ISE Framework.

Scheithauer et al. (2009a) focus on the business requirement layers of ISE in
terms of meta models for the strategic and the conceptual perspective of ISE.
These meta models depict necessary knowledge in order to engineer a business
service, and hence what information needs to be modelled during the first two
perspectives. Furthermore, a procedure model with 11 abstract activities provides
guidance for eliciting this information.

In Kett et al. (2009) describe the actual development of ISE. The authors
show its relation to the business engineering discipline and its focus on
service marketing aspects. In addition, the authors outline involved roles in the
engineering process and introduce integration rules. Furthermore, Kett et al.
specify key questions in order to support the information elicitation process for
ISE’s strategic and conceptual perspective, and hence, improve the framework’s
applicability.

In Scheithauer et al. (2010) perform a case study in the IT outsourcing
domain, where a service for hardware outsourcing was developed. The case study
concentrates on the strategic and the conceptual perspective of ISE. Although meta
models existed for these two perspectives, no modelling notations were available.
Scheithauer et al. use UML and UML profiles in order to build ISE specific
modelling notations.
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Figure 3 ISE workbench screenshot with BPMN editor showing the car insurance service
process (see online version for colours)

3.2 ISE workbench

The ISE Workbench (cf. Scheithauer et al., 2009b) implements the ISE Framework
and its 20 models, dedicated to a specific intersection of the ISE Framework.
As imposed by ISE, a service is seen as five aspects each separated into four layers
of abstraction. The resulting matrix consists of 20 intersections where an editor
within the ISE Workbench represents each intersection.

This matrix serves at the same time as entry points to the ISE Workbench as
depicted in Figure 3, where the matrix is in the upper left.

In order to fulfil the task of service engineering the workbench has to provide
an underlying structure for service models as well as the integration of those. Since
the context of digital ecosystems imposes constant change the workbench should
be extensible as well as flexible:

• Extensible: The addition of new components, e.g., editors, should be possible.

• Flexible: The components should be exchangeable, i.e., removal and addition
without effect on other components.

• Model-based: It should support a common formalism for model definition,
thus enabling synchronisation.

Grounded on these requirements we chose the Eclipse Framework as a base
for implementing the ISE Workbench. Eclipse is a Java implementation of an
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integrated development environment with support for graphical and textual editors.
The framework for integrating these editors is the pluginbased approach by
Eclipse which is defined in the OSGI (OSGi Alliance, 2007) standard. OSGI is
a well-defined protocol on formulating dependencies between components as well
as separating them. This choice fulfils the two requirements of extensibility and
flexibility.

In order to support model-based model integration and synchronisation a
framework within Eclipse can be reused. The Eclipse Modelling Framework
(EMF) (cf. Steinberg et al., 2008) allows managing models within the common
formalism Ecore. Ecore is closely related to MOF (cf. OMG, 2006), the formalism
recommended within MDA, which makes it a perfect choice. Eventually, we use
EMF to establish common ground for each editor to exchange information in form
of models. Therefore, EMF provides a format and surrounding framework for
integration and synchronisation.

Based on the Eclipse technology, we investigated the choice of the 20 editors
for each intersection of the matrix. Thereby, we focused on a reuse of existing
technologies and editors in order to reduce the entry barrier for a service
engineer. Consequently we integrated EMF-based editors such as the BPMN
editor (cf. Figure 3), BPEL editor, UML (cf. OMG, 2007) editor, WSDL editor,
XML schema editor, and the Ontoprise OWL editors. Whenever no existing tool
could support an intersection of the ISE Framework, we implemented a new
one. Especially the aspect of service description was not covered by an existing
tool; therefore we developed an editor for the USDL that is outlined in Section
4.1. This editor presents a form-based view on the properties needed to model a
services description. The details of USDL will be given in the following section.
We also introduced an SLA manager and modelling approach which are detailed
in Section 4.2.

Figure 4 depicts an architectural overview on the ISE Workbench. It shows
the main concepts presented and the components realising the requirements of
extensibility, flexibility, and to utilises models. The whole ISE Workbench serves
as an entry point for a service engineer, i.e., each editor can be used separately.
Each of these model editors stores the model created within a central service model
repository. This repository is grounded on the formalism Ecore imposed by EMF.
It is accessible by any component, e.g., the SLA manager, the USDL editor, the
model editors, and model transformations. The models are synchronised through
the model transformations. As the ISE Framework ascribes, different stakeholders
can develop different models for defining a service. These models need to be
integrated and synchronised, because of redundant or linked information. In the
subsequent subsection we will detail this approach.

3.3 ISE model transformations

The problem of distributed and complex systems is well-known and has been
tackled in several areas like software engineering. The most prominent approach
in software engineering has been proposed by the OMG in 2002 (cf. MDA, 2003).
The Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) has been developed by following two
main principles: complexity reduction by abstraction and separation of concerns.
The abstraction reduces a system level of detail, thus reducing the complexity.
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Figure 4 Architectural view on the ISE workbench

The separation of concerns is followed by defining a domain specific approach,
whereas each domain captures a concern.

The main pillars for realising MDA are: Computational Independent Model
(CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM), and Platform Specific Model (PSM).
Beginning with the most abstract model, the CIM, an incremental refinement
enriches a systems model, i.e., a stepwise creation of CIM, PIM, and PSM is
recommended.

The approach fits the area of digital ecosystems, where a system is characterised
by its services, which interact with each other. Following the MDA approach for
the ISE Workbench, the CIM presents the business view (strategic and conceptual
layer), where the PIM models the services interactions (logical layer) and finally the
PSMs describe the technical implementation (technical layer).

The task of integrating and synchronisation of all ISE models are a major
challenges because of the various people involved within the development process
and the rising complexity of the models. To cope with these challenges we propose
to integrate the models automatically.

The 20 ISE models lead to multiple representations of information on different
layers of abstraction in the corresponding service aspect. Each of these models has
to be specified and maintained. Changes in one model have to be propagated into
the affected models holding the overlapping information. This is a time-consuming
and challenging task since each of the models must be adjusted to the changes.

We suggest implementing the integration of the models by an automatic
support, i.e., a transformation. A transformation is defined by a mapping,
which defines semantic correspondences between elements. That means different
representations of information are assigned to each other. Figure 5 shows
corresponding models for the car insurance example, which depicts the
dependencies between models on the same layer but of different service aspects.
Figure 5 shows the workflow and data models specified regarding the logical
layer. While BPMN (cf. OMG, 2009) is used to represent process models in the
logical layer, data is modelled using UML Class diagrams. The thick lines between
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the two models in Figure 5 depict artifacts that need to be synchronised. The
example illustrates synchronisation of data specified in UML and used in the
BPMN for processing. Therefore, the Report and Damage Report artifacts used
in the workflow are defined in the UMLmodel. When one model changes (e.g.,
renaming or deletion), the depending models have to be updated. The user can
perform these updates manually or through automatic support. One solution to
enable an automatic approach is by using model transformations for implementing
mappings.

The first step to enable the implementation of model transformations is to define
one common formal representation of models. This is achieved by using EMF in
context of the ISE Workbench. Based on this formalism, a domain specific language
for model transformation can be used to define rules and apply them to the models.
During the last years both academia and industry have proposed many model
transformation languages. An overview is given in Czarnecki and Helsen (2006),
which presents a classification of today’ss approaches. The two most prominent
proposals in the context of MDA are Query, View and Transformation (QVT)
(cf. QVT-Merge Group, 2004) and the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL)
(cf. Fabro et al., 2005).

We have chosen to rely on the rule-based language QVT to define model
transformations executed by an engine implemented by ikv++. This allows for
incremental and traceable transformations. It reduces the complexity, effort and
errors in modelling a service using ISE, because of a support of automatic
synchronisation by a rule interpreting engine.

Figure 5 Logical process and data description for car insurance service
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4 Trading services in digital ecosystems

When services are traded via internet marketplaces two key challenges arise. Firstly,
the offering of services on marketplace requires an adequate description of service
functionality as well as the quality, legal, and financial terms under which the
service can be provided. This enables consumers to find a suitable service to fulfil
their business needs.

Secondly, services are typically offered under different terms for different prices.
When engaging in business interaction, providers and consumers of services need
to negotiate the precise terms of service provisioning and capture these terms in a
formal contract called Service Level Agreement (SLA). For each service SLAs are
negotiated based on the described service terms.

In this section we introduce a description language for services in digital
ecosystems. We furthermore describe how SLAs are derived from the service
description. Finally, we discuss the problem of managing SLAs for composite
services, i.e., business processes created from services of different providers and
offered to different customers.

4.1 Universal service description language

In order to describe services in such a way that they can be offered on a service
marketplace and found by interested consumers, the Unified Service Description
Language (USDL) was developed. USDL allows the description of business,
technical, and operational aspects of services (cf. Cardoso et al., 2009), which are
relevant for most services independent of their nature (rather technical or more
business oriented). The ISE Workbench supports the creation of USDL service
descriptions (see Figure 6).

There are a number of existing approaches to describe services. Many of these
approaches cover mainly technical service aspects. The WSDL specification allows
the description of service interfaces including their input and output parameters,
the communication protocol for accessing the service, as well as the endpoint where
the service can be found. SAWSDL (cf. Farrell and Lausen, 2007) uses semantic
annotations to WSDL elements to describe the meaning of input and output
parameters as well as faults and thus provides an understanding of the functionality
of the operations. These formal annotations allow machines to reason about the
service. UDDI is a registry designed to support the registration and search of
services. It allows the description of e.g., detailed provider information as well as a
classification of the service functionality. However, important business information
such as pricing, payment, legal or certification information about services is not
handled.

USDL was designed with the objective to trade services via service marketplaces.
Thus, it was important to describe also business and legal information of a service
as well as the target consumers. To achieve that, USDL builds on existing work for
describing business aspects of services such as PAS 1018 (cf. Moerschel and Hoeck,
2001) and the taxonomy for service description by O’Sullivan (2006). The following
list summarises the three USDL perspectives and the descriptive aspects that are
covered in Cardoso et al. (2010).
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Figure 6 USDL editor: business perspective for car insurance service (see online version
for colours)

Business perspective.

• Provider, partner, and consumer information: The USDL business
perspective enables the description of different participants of service
provisioning. Service provider information describes the organisation
providing a service as well as a responsible contact person. Partners are
stakeholders in service provisioning besides the provider. A profile describes
target consumers of the service. This profile lists problems to be solved or
goals to be achieved by the service and thus supports potential consumers to
select the right service for their purposes.

• Service level: The service level includes QoS information (i.e., performance,
dependability and security parameters), as well as a service rating.

• Legal information: This describes the rights and obligations of consumers
and providers, as well as penalties that occur in the case of any party not
respecting their obligations or the other party’s rights.

• Pricing and payment: Information regarding different pricing options as well
as payment methods for service usage are described.

• Interaction: This part comprises the means for invocation and execution of
services. They may be realised in technical or nontechnical ways.
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Operational perspective

• Functional description: The functional description allows describing what the
service does, e.g., by using a classification scheme or operations.

• Operations: The operations of a service are described by interfaces with input
and output parameters. They also describe where this service functionality is
available.

Technical perspective: The technical perspective specifies different protocols to be
used for this interaction, describing how a service is invoked and how service
execution takes. Furthermore, it includes protocols regarding different security
aspects. Here, USDL relies on existing standards. Listing 1 shows an excerpt of a
USDL file for the car insurance example.

Listing 1 USDL file for car insurance service

4.2 SLA management for composite services

A formal contract called Service Level Agreement (SLA) typically regulates the
provisioning of a service. An SLA describes the quality parameters under which
a service is provided, the rights and obligations of the provider and the consumer
as well as the price for service provisioning. Service provider and the consumer
negotiate the SLA.
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The management of SLAs including their negotiation, monitoring, and
renegotiation is an important task of service providers for establishing trust among
stakeholders of service trade in digital ecosystems. The ISE Workbench supports
service providers with three important SLA management tasks: the creation of
agreement templates based on USDL service descriptions, the negotiation of SLAs
during composite service modelling, and the management of dependencies between
different SLAs in a composition.

Automatic agreement template generation: In general, SLAs are negotiated
according to the WS-Agreement specification described in Andrieux et al. (2007).
It defines a negotiation protocol as well as the structure of an SLA document.
The negotiation process starts by reading an agreement template file, which
describes general service information as well as negotiable properties. This template
is refined according to the consumers’ needs and finalised as an agreement
if the service provider and consumer agree on the terms. According to the
specification an SLA contains provider information, service description terms
describing what the service does, and a specification of service properties and
their negotiable values as guarantee terms. However, WS-Agreement does not
support the description of specific service properties. This is due to the fact that
service descriptions vary greatly depending on the application domain. In order
to describe the specific properties of a service within an SLA the USDL can
be applied that makes WS-Agreement also suitable for digital ecosystems and
rich service descriptions. It has description capabilities for financial and legal
aspects, as well as stakeholders within an SLA. During a transformation process
USDL service description elements are integrated into a WS-Agreement document.
Information regarding pricing, legal and operational aspects is integrated into the
WS-Agreement service description terms by integrating USDL code segments into
the respective section. Information regarding service level properties is used to
generate the service properties section describing all measurable service attributes
as well as the guarantee terms specifying the negotiable service attribute values.
The transformation was implemented as an Eclipse plugin for the ISE Workbench
using openArchitectureWare (cf. openArchitectureWare.org, 2011). The generated
agreement templates are deployed to the service marketplace along with the service,
where they serve as base for negotiation. An SLA template for the car insurance
example is shown in Listing 2.

Support for SLA negotiation: Composite service providers need to negotiate
SLAs with all atomic service providers, whose services they integrate into their
composition. In order to ease their work SLA negotiation functionality was
incorporated into the ISE Workbench. The SLA negotiation wizard supports the
request of SLA templates from a marketplace, SLA offer creation, and submission
for agreement approval.

The SLA Negotiation Wizard shown in Figure 7 was implemented as an Eclipse
plugin and was integrated with the SLA management component of the service
marketplace to support the negotiation procedure.

Dependency management for composite service SLAs: In service compositions
multiple services collaborate to achieve the composite service goal. The composite
service provider needs to ensure that the SLAs negotiated for the atomic
services and the composition enable the successful execution of the composition.
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This is challenging due to dependencies among these services. A composition
creates different types of service dependencies, e.g., with respect to produced and
consumed resources, timing, Quality of Service (QoS), location of execution, and
pricing. A service can depend on data or resources provided by another service.
The price of a composed service depends on the pricing of the services forming the
composition.

Listing 2 Agreement for car insurance service

In order to consider these dependencies as part of SLA management, an approach
for the handling of dependency information was developed by Winkler et al. (2010).
Service dependency information is captured into a dependency model during the
time of creating a composition and negotiating SLAs for the different services.
This information is then used to support three different SLA management tasks.
First, SLAs under negotiation are validated to check if all dependencies are fulfilled.
Secondly, in the case of an SLA being violated during service provisioning the
system checks whether this violation will affect any dependent service and result
in further problems. Thirdly, requests for renegotiation of an SLA are evaluated
regarding the effects of the anticipated changes on other services.

The functionality for dependency handling was implemented in the form
of three plugins for the ISE Workbench. They cover the creation of dependency
models, storage and validation of dependency information, and the evaluation
of violation messages and renegotiation requests.

5 Discussion

This section discusses experiences and lessons learned, which were gained while
developing and using the ISE Workbench (cf. Section 3) as well as during interviews
and presentations at two conferences (cf. Scheithauer et al., 2009b, 2009c).
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Figure 7 ISE SLA negotiation wizard showing price information (see online version
for colours)

The ideas behind the framework and the workbench were overall very well received.
The ISE Workbench handles the complexity well in that it offers a work-break-
down structure, which separates the engineering process and its result documents
into 20 models. Furthermore, the incorporation of MDA and model transformation
ideas provides consistency as well as integrity of service design and its realisation.
Also, the distinct modelling editors, as tool support, decrease the complexity of the
engineering process.

The workbench targets services’ multidimensional aspects with five distinct
descriptions, including a service’s overall description, process, data, rules, and
organisation. We reused available modelling languages and editors whenever
possible, such in the case of BPMN and BPEL. On the other hand, this also
involved the development of novel model types and realisation languages, such
as USDL (cf. Section 4.1). Alas, this was not possible for all aspects, yet. For
example, an appropriate solution for the rule aspect in the logical perspective is still
amiss. Additionally, there was also critique on the introduction of novel models;
we received suggestions to rather utilise existing approaches, such as UDDI.

The ISE Workbench targets different service engineering stakeholders and
their modelling needs. The strategic perspective, for example, addresses a service’s
business model in terms of balanced score cards. The technical perspective, on the
other hand, addresses Web service technology, such as BPEL and WSDL. However,
even though the idea of having one integrated tool for service engineering was
promising, it was suggested to have separate tools for different types of stakeholders
in order to decrease the tool complexity as well as to improve the acceptance of the
tool.

The usage of Eclipse technology as a basis for the development of the ISE
Workbench went well. The Eclipse implementation of OSGI provides a means
in order to integrate existing editors such as the BPMN process modelling
tool. Additionally, EMF offers the technology for developing novel editors from
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the service engineering domain. Furthermore, the Eclipse ecosystem provides
implementations for model transformation and means for distributed model
persistency.

During the planning phase of the workbench, the choice for implementing
model transformations was to use a declarative approach (cf. QVT-Merge Group,
2004), due to its recommendation by the OMG. However, it turned out that
developers did to not appreciate the declarative QVT language, mainly because
their experience lies with procedural or object-oriented languages, such as Java. In
addition, during the development phase, the chosen tool support for declarative
QVT hold potential for improvements. It is yet unclear, whether a switch to a
procedural model transformation approach holds means for advancements in this
matter.

The aforementioned lessons learned will be addressed in future work and further
development of the ISE Workbench. In detail, we plan a two step approach:

The first step is an introduction of distributions of the ISE Workbench. Thereby,
a distribution consists of a pre-selected set of editors and configured infrastructure
components. The advantage is a reduced complexity and entry barrier for an
introduction of ISE. However, the distributions should be extensible up to the
complete ISE Workbench to support the complete functionality.

The second step is to look for possible cooperation in research and industry
(cf. Scheithauer et al., 2010). Currently, the ISE Workbench is used in the public
research project PROCESSUS for generating documentation using the model-based
approach (cf. Heinrich et al., 2009), and in the EU research project SHAPE for
supporting different variants of one service and their management.

6 Related work

There are a number of service engineering frameworks and integrated modelling
environments to address the design and development of complex services. SoaML
(cf. Sadovykh et al., 2009), MIDAS (cf. López-Sanz et al., 2008), and UML-S
(cf. Dumez et al., 2008) follow an MDAbased approach for service modelling
but target the development of SOAbased solutions and Web information systems.
Unlike ISE, these approaches purely rely on UML models and focus on extending it
for service modelling. The lack of a clear definition of software engineering process
and the inexistence of organisational and information system perspectives makes
it difficult to enable the participation of different stakeholders while designing a
complex service. ISE decouples the overall framework and architecture from the
underlying models and workbench in order to enable the use of different types
of models while maintaining the coordination among different service aspects and
engineering concerns.

Semantic Web services approaches such as WSMO, or OWLS provide
frameworks, and tools (see Feier et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2004) to describe
services with semantic annotations for better expressivity. Compared to ISE,
these approaches concentrate their attention on the use of ontologies to enhance
the expressiveness of descriptions of technical Web services and their interfaces
(i.e., WSDL). While ISE also relies on ontologies, their use is not limited to the
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interfaces of services and can be also used to increase the expressiveness of the
organisational and information system models that can be found, for example, in
the business rule and human resource aspects.

There are also a number of commercial frameworks from several companies
that target the use of multiple models to design services or SOA-based applications.
For example, Select Architect, Business Architect, and Enterprise Architect,
typically rely on business motivation modelling, business process modelling,
componentbased models, and corporate data models to design information systems.
Although these frameworks also rely on MDA approaches for code generation,
they mainly target the design of enterprise applications for internal use within a
company. Therefore, many important aspects of the services such as external service
descriptions and SLA are not considered to enable the exchange of the services in
the digital ecosystems environments.

7 Conclusions

Globalisation and novel technology change how physical goods and organisations
produce and exchange services. In consequence, organisations concentrate on core
competencies and rely on business partners for a complete supply chain. In line
with this development, market places for business services emerge. These digital
ecosystems foster service trade solely relying on internet technology.

Consequently, this process has an impact on how services need to be
developed (cf. Papazoglou et al., 2008) and described in order to be traded
in digital ecosystems. Kett et al. (2008) show that existing software service
development processes comprise shortcomings in the context of digital ecosystems.
These shortcomings include the overall complexity of realising tradable business
services, the multidimensional aspects of business services, the diverse parties
involved in the engineering processes, and how to manage service compositions
from different service providers.

Considering this context, we introduced the ISE method, which allows
developing and describing services for digital ecosystems. In particular, we
presented the ISE Framework as a work-break-down-structure of 20 models
in order to reduce the overall complexity of service engineering, to address distinct
service aspects, and to support all involved parties. The ISE Workbench, on the
other hand, is an implementation of the framework that implements MDA in order
to speed up the development process as well as to provide consistency between the
different service models. Following this, it was shown how to sufficiently describe
services for digital ecosystems with a novel language that incorporates business and
organisational aspects, such as pricing. Furthermore, it was presented how to deal
with SLAs from composed services and their descriptions. Finally, lessons learned
during the development of ISE in a three year research project are discussed along
with possible improvements.

Future work includes addressing these improvements. Additionally, it is
intended to conduct additional case studies and usability tests for further improving
the overall performance of ISE and user acceptance.
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